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Abstract:

The loss of six bUlk ships carrying Australian exports off the Australian coast in
recent years prompted a government enquiry, 'Ships ofShame Report" The
report stated thattheproblem was essentially one ofsubstandard ships and/
or substandard owners Since Australia relies heavily on Shipping for the
export of so much of our raw materials Australian exporters cannot be
complacent about their role Prescriptive measures can betoken to Identify
problems before they OCCur so that these tragedies can be avoided

To improve Our balance of payments position exporters con play an active
role In the Choice of ships used to transport their cargoes by taking control
Of and being responslbie for the transport by selling CIF Controlling the ship
not only adds value to Australian product it also reduces the risk that
SUbstandard ships will be used

Although there are moves forgreater regulation by port/state legislation the
solution to the problem of an ageing international bulk fleet lies with
commercial pressure Exporters who control the ships not only control the
trade but can apply far more effective and more timely pressure on owners
than relying on regulation to control substandard shipping
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fHE AGEING INTERNATIONAL BULK FLEET:

Implications for Australia

Australia depends almost exclusively on shipping to move its exports and imports, In

terms of tonnes/kilometre this is the fifth largest shipping task in the world (AMSA,

1991). fo fulftl its trade commitments, 11 000 ships visit Australian ports per annum

Unfortunately most of these ships are owned or controlled by overseas interests

Organising delivery of Australian exports, particularly mining and agIicultwal products

is often seen as just an option by the exporter, rather than an integIal part of the export

marketing process. Exporters of bulk products should, whenever commercially feasible,

control delivery of their goods into their export markets He who controls the ships,

controls the trade

Ihis is an elementm:y marketing concept. People without a perception of the practices

and problems of international trade, and shipping in particular, find it difficult to believe

that so much of our bulk mining product is sold at the wharf The exporter of bulk

product too often seems to consider that his rruuketing function is finished once the

product is loaded aboard ship

Small mining or bulk commodity companies negouatmg export orders with large

industrial combines overseas may feel that taking responsibly for shipping is too difficult

a job The alternative of selling FOB however must be considered the soft option

AustIalian firms who export large quantities of DUI natural resources without maximising

the return to the owner are, in fact, selling Australian resources for much less than they

are worth to the customer
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Exporrers such as BHP ofren OWn Or have long term charters on ships In firct BHP

Transport is a major inrernational rransporr Operator with a turnover exceeding $1 billion

in its Own right, thus adding value to raw material exports Smaller exporrers would

need to charter a Ship for a Specific shipment (spot charter) Or Over a period (time
chaner) for a number of shipments

So the thrust of the argument is, if at all Possible, Ausrralian exporrers should sell ClF.
This means taking responsibility for, and bearing the Cost of, arranging the rransporr to

the CUStomer. Of Course, the price will reflect this added fr·eight component Conrrol

of the freight adds another service which enhances the value of the product while
offering the potential for increasing the profit

From a national perspective, seIling FOB is significantly reducing the amounr of foreign

exchange which can be earned from exporrs of Our resources. There is much discussion

abour the need ro create an "exporr cUlture" in Ausrralia. There have been Some

remarkable achievemenrs from the R&D efrorrs of companies like CRA in processing

iron ore so that Ausrralian ore is the preferred producr for many steel mills. Tn a base

commodity such as ore, this product differentiation is a notable commercial rriumph in

the fiercely competitive inrernational markets The mining community is naturally

export aware but there is still more that can be done to increase Our exporr earnings by
adding value to exporrs through conrrolling the freight

There ar·e difficulties in chartering ships There are additional riSks involved, but there

are also significant benefits. At the most basic, Controlling the exporr of shipmenrs of

goods to the market adds Considerable value to the selling price For example the

freight On a tonne of coal can significantly increase its selling price and the cash flow

through the company Given a selling price of (say) $US40 FOB and a Spot freight rate

NSW to Japan of SUS? 50, the selling price becomes $US47.50, adding value to
expOIt of a base commodity
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If an exporter has a long term contract to deliver coal or iron ore or alumina or any of

the bulk products the conoact includes delivery, a competent ship broker can negotiate

contracts of affreightment to deliver cargo over the term of the contract Ihat contract.

essentially a delivery agr'eement, can specify a freight level in dollar terms or, in terms

of a hire rate pet day (a time chattet) which will probably be a discount to the current
01' spot market

The use of this method places the exportet effectively in conool of the delivery of the

product to the customer's whmf The selling price and delivery terms are then a matter

of commercial negotiation between the buyet and the seller, the point being that the

seIling ptice is the landed CIF ptice of the goods In the case of the coal expott

discussed above for instance, the exporter is negotiating a sale which enhances the

selling price for the taw product and gives two oppOttunities for profit, one in the

no~mal price structure for FOB, and the other in terms of the contract of affreightment

There is no doubt that some bulk exporters are involved in negotiating freight rates and

time charters ever day However the fact that much of Ausoalian mineral and

commodities ar'e sold FOB indicates that not all expOtters are prepared to considet

arranging and controlling the freight on thell: product" Others may be unaware of the

importance to this counny of adding as much value as possible to OUI raw material

exporrs, if only for the benefit of enhancing this counoy's balance of payments

Controlling shipping also helps to avoid the situation which has been occurring in

Newcastle over the past few months where a number of ships lie at anchor off the port

awaiting cargoes. The demurrage on those ships is to the exporters' account since most

ships are on charter to the buyer, It is in the buyer's interest, in the short term, to leave

the ships at anchor outside Newcastle since the demurrage paid by the selIet is at least

partly offsetting the daily charter cost paid by the buyer Where the exporter controls

his own shipping he can minimise costs in the event of prooacted delays by sinnply not
chartering a ship
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INSURANCE

CIF contracts mean that the exporter takes responsibility for insuring the product to

delivery. The inremarional shipping insurance marker is vasr and specialised bur rhere

are some Australian insurance companies in this field Unfortunately, with so much of

Australian product sold FOB, rhe insurance task and employment and premiums benefit

overseas companies much more than would be the case if Australian companies

controlled rhe shipping The more Australians control cargoes through CIF contracts rhe

greater the contribution made to Australian insurance companies. We have been

exporting marine insurance jobs for rhe last 20 years To contribute to the drive for

increasing export f!.wareness there needs to be a campaign to promote control of shipping

for exports of bulk commodities Ships chartered here can be insured through the

international inswance markets in Australia

How to Identify and avoid a sub-standard chartered ship

Having decided to charter, how can exporters ensure rhat rhe ship is not going to fall

apart or sink with Australian cargo on board?

Advancements in shipbuilding technology over rhe last three decades have led to bulk

caIIiers becoming larger and largel' in an attempt to reap economies of scale" The

foundeIing of ships of this size carrying thousands of tonnes of cargo has in some cases

aroused public outcry particularly when there has been detrimental effects on rhe

environment such as rhe recent losses of rhe "Exxon Valdez" on rhe pristine Alaskan

coastline, rhe "Braa" in rhe outer Hebrides and to a lesser extent rhe "Kirki" off

coasr of Western Australia However less publicised has been rhe losses of bulk carriers

which have disappeared after loading Australian cargo. "The Ships of Shame Report"

(Parliament of Australia, 1992) attempted to determine common factors present.

However it should be clearly understood rhat the analysis covered only rhe ships

sank There ar·e many other similar ships still loading in Australian ports rhat

sunk .. yet. The report did not give frequency measures or any other indicators of

probability of a particular type of ship sinking
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SHIP MAINTENANCE

Age is relevant in itself because of the fatigue generated by both loading and

unloading operations and ocean voyages It is compounded by poor maintenance

Their findings suggest pitfalls to avoid in order to minimise the risks of chanered

vessels faundering Of Course if the exporter chooses to sell FOB this problem is

avoided, However there is no control over the ship and its too late to remonstrate with

the buyer for using substandard ships if the cargo is lost It is Australian exporters that
bear the brunt of the publicity.

Lack of maintenance in this sense is the deterioration of structural members (eg

bulkheads, frames, lanktops etc) leading to a weakening of the ship's hull

Damage to snuCtural members can occur during loading and discharging

operations or during a voyage and, if not rectified, can lead to formation of weak

spars and corrosion" Good maintenance also implies that regular inspections of

the ship are made and any problems identified and dealt with promptly

The average age of the 47 ships covered by the report at the time of the accident

was 1802 years In fact the ages of the ships that sank from apparent snuctural

failure ranged from 24 to 9 years This compares with the average age of the

world fleet of about 12 years (lloyd's Statistical Tables, 1992). (See figure 1)

The enquiry found that although a ship age was a major concern, the problems were

often more complex and exhibited multicolinerarity. In a world where the shipping

industry is facing the eighth recession since 1945 (Sanderson, 1993), commercial pressure

on ship operators has meant that ageing tonnage has not been replaced and maintenance.

training and loading practices are often inadequate adding to the ageing factor
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THE LOAD OPERAlION

A poor loading programme can be detrimental to the ship

A ship will flex during loading- for instance ifthe middle holds are loaded first the ship

will "sag" in the middle and if the ends are loaded first the ship will "hog" Now more

exact and assessable measures of stresses are used, Shear Force, SF, Bending Moments.
BM If the ship flexes excessively then this obviously is not good practice

If a single hold is fully loaded and the adjacent holds empty, then there will be a shear

force stress at the bulkheads between the holds Unless the ship has a disposition of

ballast or has been particularly strengthened then this situation should be avoided..

(Some ships are permitred to load in alternate holds only, specifically for iron ore.. Most

large ships have the ability to load water ballast in certain holds.. In both cases the holds
would be specially strengthened)

Alternate hold loading for heavy cargoes has two obvious benefits Firstly by alternate

hold loading there is a dOUbling of the amOUnt of cargo in each hold which effectively

raises the centr·e of gravity of the ship and cargo The ship will be more comfortable

and will suffer less damage in heavy weather Secondly, at the discharge POrt this

practice increases productivity, The grab is more effective and there are only half the

number of hOlds to clean up, Ihis will increase the overall tonnes per hoUl discharged

So what is good loading practice?

There is sophisticated software which assesses SF and BM on a PC allowing for
of cargo stowage
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The ship should be provided with a loading book which gives sample loading

programmes and detailed instructions This should allow the ship to draw up a loading

sequence sheet which avoids undue stress in the ship, while minimising the number of

loader moves. If the loading facility staff are responsible they will follow this

programme and in fact will check the programme to ensure that it is reasonable The

following simple rules would be sensible (See figures 2 and 3)

Check the amount in each hold - Divide the amount of cargo to be loaded by the

number of holds Apart from the end holds this should be fairly consistent

Check the order of loading - The first few runs, with each loading head, should be

spaced out to lessen the stress and the trim angle and should consist of about half the

full hold amount Latet the holds can be loaded to the full amount in one go

Both end holds and a centre hold should be left half full to allow adjustment of the trim

and to allow for loading to marks.. This may sound complicated but with the aid of

software - the task is straight forward.. Following these simple rules will ensure that the

ship is loaded correctly and that the cargo has every chance of being delivered in good

condition. Records of the loading sequence and amounts should be retained especially

if dispute developed later between the ship and the terminal as to how the ship was

loaded

CAUSES OF BULK CARRIER LOSSES AND SOLUTIONS

Drawing on the Ships of Shame Report, the main causes of the 47 losses covered in a

twenty month period during 1989 to 91 were in ordet of predominance

Structural failure 39

Human error 6

Other 2
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Ihere are three typ,es of transducers filled:

measures stresses -twists and turns

measures vertical motion

strain gauges

accelerometers

pressure transducers measures bow slam - shock waves.

1

2

3

When the ship IUns into heavy weather, the data displayed on me monitoring system can

indicate how corrective action is affecting the hull A deviation of a few degrees from

the ship's course can significantly reduce slamming, for instance Altematively slowing

the ship slightly but maintaining course can minimise stress more effectively. In some

cases it has been demonstrated and proven on the so"ess monitoring system that

increasing speed will reduce stress All the str'ess data is recorded dming a voyage, along

with weather, sea state and other environmental information A pattern of stress on the

hull dming a voyage can be retained for later analysis

These stress monitoring systems have been developed to the point where they can record

in real time the various stresses and forces acting on the hull of the ship Gauges

placed strategically around the hull of the ship collect stress data and transmit it to a set

of compUlers (PCs) on the ship's bridge giving the Master a continuous reading of the

condition of his ship's hull

More important, however, is the continuous real time reporting to the ship's officers of

the messes on the hull in adve"e weather and the instant feed back on the effect on

hull stress of measures to reduce SO"ess The stress monitoring system truly offers the

modern crew the means to monitor and manage the stress on the ship's hull

normal operations" The latest version of this monitoring system can be used to

metal fatigue and hence the ti~e to correct or at least monitor structural failure of

structw'es on the ship

In sumlmuy it is essential that exporters of raw materials and bulk commodities

control their cargoes to the customer's wharf wherever possible There are sij,nificant

benefits to the company and to the community in controlling your cargoes - "he

controls the ship controls the trade",
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